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PART 1:

Background, including a general map

OUR GOAL: To convince the Imperial War Museum to correct captions to two still photos in its
collection – CF 175 and CF 176 – which were erroneously updated in 2017. The reader will be
presented with evidence which is robust in support of our impeccable research. Our recommended
captions are presented at the end of this document.

A map illustrating some sites discussed in this report

This graphic, an excerpt from a 1° x 1° map held by the US National Archives and Records
Administration (NARA), shows the same military grid found on small-scale British wartime map 83H.
The key locations discussed in this report are identified. The Tiddim Road, exiting from the
southwest side of Imphal and extending southward, has also been highlighted.
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The photographs in question are:
CF 175 (http://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/205022883)
CF 176 (http://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/205207696)
Here are the two images (which, incidentally, are looking southward):

The original caption to CF 175, which was erroneous, was:
A Hawker Hurricane Mark IIC of No. 42 Squadron RAF based at Kangla, Burma, piloted by
Flying Officer “Chowringhee" Campbell, diving to attack a bridge near a small Burmese
settlement on the Tiddim Road. The bombs of the previous aircraft can be seen exploding on
the target.
The current caption to CF 175, which is still erroneous despite 2017 edits, is:
A Hawker Hurricane Mark IIC of No. 42 Squadron RAF based at Kangla, Manipur, India, piloted
by Flying Officer "Chowringhee" Campbell, diving to attack a bridge on the Nambol River near
Imphal. The bombs of the previous aircraft can be seen exploding on the target.
The original caption to CF 176, which was erroneous, was:
A Hawker Hurricane Mark IIC of No. 42 Squadron RAF based at Kangla, Burma, piloted by
Flying Officer "Chowringhee" Campbell, releasing two 250-lb GP bombs on a bridge on the
Tiddim Road, Burma, which has already been hit by the bombs of the previous attacking
aircraft.
The current caption to CF 176, which is still erroneous despite 2017 edits, is:
A Hawker Hurricane Mark IIC of No. 42 Squadron RAF based at Kangla, Manipur, India, piloted
by Flying Officer "Chowringhee" Campbell, releasing two 250-lb GP bombs on a bridge on the
Nambol River near Imphal, which has already been hit by the bombs of the previous attacking
aircraft.
No dates are given in any of the three captions cited above.
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Both photographs are actually stills captured from a video shot by Number 3 RAF Film Production
Unit (RAFFPU), although the IWM website does not state this.
The IWM information accompanying each image states that the Creator was Ryley R (Fg Off),
No. 42 Squadron RAF. It is logical to assume that this is Flying Officer R. J. Ryley, who was a
Hurricane pilot on 42 Squadron. Later it will be shown that this pilot was on the 13 July 1944
operation, when the video and photos CF 175 and CF 176 were taken.
A copy of the video can be viewed here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EnznyDem_N4&feature=youtu.be
CF 175 matches the video’s 0:59 mark and CF 176 matches the 1:06 mark.
We have investigated your video archives, which include other films recorded by 3 RAFFPU in and
around this period of time, but the above video does not appear to be in your museum’s
collection. We are unable to verify where it is officially held.
We will offer corrections/additions to caption info, and confirmation of other info, in regard to:










the date of the op;
the mark of the twelve Hurricanes involved;
the location of the airfield where the aircraft took off and landed;
the identification of the correct target for ten Hurricanes on this op;
F/O Campbell being a pilot on this op, and having a known first name;
R. Ryley – the Creator of the two IWM still photos (per the on-line IWM listings for CF 175
and CF 176) – being a pilot on this op, but holding a higher rank than in the IWM listings,
and having the initials R. J.;
the type of bombs carried by each Hurricane;
the time delay for the fusing on the bombs dropped; and
results of the bombing seen in the photos.

Green text = 100% new info which can be added to the captions. Red text = outright errors in the
current captions, which should be changed to our info. Yellow-highlighted black text = pertinent
info that need not be added to the captions. Non-highlighted black text = 100% accurate info in the
current captions, which we can and will confirm.
The specific data is analysed below. Our two recommended captions are presented at the end of
this document, as is our recommendation to change the rank and add an initial to the IWM’s
reference to the photos’ Creator.

PART 2:

Disproving 18 May 1944 as the date for an attack on the Nambol River bridge, and
the Nambol River bridge as the location for the attack seen in CF 175 & CF 176

Our group is under the impression that the IWM was given a date of 18 May 1944 by the person(s)
who convinced you of the need to change the original captions. This date is not in the original CF
175 or CF 176 captions. Nor is this date found in either photo’s updated caption.
We have determined that the date was actually 13 July 1944. A full explanation of how we arrived
at this date is presented further below. For now, however, we will disprove the 18 May 1944 date’s
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link to the photos and video. On 18 May 1944, the location could not possibly have been in the
vicinity of the bridge across the Nambol River, as will be explained.

2.A:

The 18 May 1944 attacks, per three Sortie Reports in the 42 Squadron Operations
Record Book Appendices

Details found in the 42 Squadron Operations Record Book (ORB) Appendices indicate that three
separate sorties on 18 May 1944, each flown by twelve Mk IV Hurricane pilots of 42 Squadron,
targeted the same general area. Per the ORB Appendices, the sorties were each sent out to
attack Japanese bunker positions and a tank concentration near grid reference RK 106123.
Using a wartime British map and Google Earth, the ORB’s given grid reference for the attack
location, RK 106123, plots in the vicinity of 24°24’11”N, 93°42’14”E. This is nearly 25 miles south
of the Nambol River bridge. It is obvious, then, that the 18 May 1944 Hurricane bombing was at
a location nowhere near to the Nambol River bridge. And, incidentally, the location is not the
site associated with the video and still photos, as you will see.
Please note the specific information for the three sorties of 18 May 1944, as found in the 42
Squadron ORB Appendices:
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2.B:

Disproving F/O Campbell’s participation in any of the three 18 May 1944 attacks

You will recognise in the above Sortie Reports that F/O Campbell (who is named in the photo
captions to CF 175 and CF 176) is not among the pilots who flew sorties on 18 May 1944.
In other words, the Sortie Reports in the 42 Squadron Operations Record Book Appendices show
that F/O Campbell did not fly on any of the squadron’s three sorties of 18 May 1944.
In fact, per the ORB Form 540s, after returning from sick leave on 13 May, he was eased back into
service, flying his first sortie on 15 May and then not flying another until 20 May.
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2.C:

Evidence that the Nambol River bridge was in Allied territory on 18 May 1944

The Nambol River crosses through the town of Nambol. A bridge carrying the Tiddim Road over
this river is located at 24°43’01”N, 93°50’07”E. The following Google Earth satellite image, dating
to December 2016 and aligned with north at the top, is centered on the bridge:

An even closer view of the road bridge is seen here:

The bridge is close to milestone 9 (MS9) on the Tiddim Road. Thus, the Nambol River bridge
location is only about nine miles from Imphal. The lower the milestone number, the closer one gets
to Imphal.
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It would have been completely illogical to bomb the Nambol River bridge on 18 May 1944, because
the bridge was in the hands of Anglo-Indian forces at this time, as the following will explain.
In early to mid-April 1944, the 17th Indian Light Division (the main Anglo-Indian army force
responsible for the area) and the 49th Brigade made a fighting withdrawal from MS32 (milestone
32) and other milestones on the Tiddim Road to the eventual divisional Headquarters near MS10.
(As a reminder, the milestone numbers decrease northward, toward Imphal.)
Please study the following map, from page 174 of the well-known book ‘Burma: The Turning Point’
by Ian Lyall Grant:

At the top of the map can be seen the location of the Headquarters of the 17th Division between 21
and 29 May 1944. You can clearly see the milestone markers 10 and 11 along what is the Tiddim
Road. MS9, the milestone marker nearest to the Nambol River bridge, is just off the map to the
northeast (heading ‘To Imphal’ – in the direction of Imphal).
From this map, then, you will see that the Headquarters is still located SOUTHWEST of the
Nambol River bridge between 21 and 29 May 1944, dates which are AFTER the alleged RAF
bombing date of 18 May 1944 [this date, presumably, per the individual(s) who previously
convinced you to change your captions]. And everything NORTHEAST to Imphal was in Allied
hands.
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Note the landmark relief feature labelled ‘Red Hill’.
So, essentially, from April 1944 onward, and actually beyond the end of May, the divisional HQ
was near MS9.5, with the Japanese occupying various places SOUTH of this (again, where the MS
figures were higher numbers, representing increased distance from Allied-held Imphal). The
Nambol River bridge which has been erroneously captioned as being the bombing target is near
MS9, which is NORTHEAST of the 17th Division HQ and behind Allied lines.
The RAF would not have targeted a vital bridge that was behind its own lines, as this would
have cut off the 17th Division HQ from the rest of the Allied army on the Imphal Plain.
2.D:

The view either northeast or southwest from the Nambol River bridge does not
match CF 175 or CF 176

Modern obliquely-viewed Google Earth imagery, either looking to the northeast or looking to the
southwest, adds further proof that the Nambol River bridge location given in your photo captions is
erroneous.
First, here is a view looking northeasterly from the obvious road bridge in the town of Nambol.
Note the flat plain in the distance.

Compare the above to the :55 mark of the video (approaching the target with bombs) and the 1:08
mark (after bombs have been dropped). Only a very limited view of the distant landscape can be
seen in the video, but the land ahead and to the right clearly rises into hills, and rapidly, unlike
above.
Obviously, the locale of the video does not match the very flat locale looking northeast from
the Nambol River bridge, as seen above.
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Here are the video screen captures from the :55 mark and 1:08 mark, for comparison:
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Next, here is modern obliquely-viewed Google Earth imagery looking southwestward from the
obvious road bridge in the town of Nambol.
In the background is the landmark Red Hill, a large glacially-formed terrain feature seen rising
above the surrounding flat plain at about MS10 on the above map. Beyond that are further
mountains. Note the flat plain to the right of the Tiddim Road for some distance.

Compare this oblique view to the :55 and 1:08 marks of the black and white video, where the land
quickly rises into hills on the right.
Little of the left-side distant landscape is seen in the video views, where Red Hill would have been
expected if the location really was looking southwesterly from the Nambol River bridge. But it is
not.
It is again clear that the location of the video footage does not match the above terrain in this
view looking southwest from the Nambol River bridge.
Also, it should be mentioned that the Nambol River is a major watercourse in the area – and
markedly bigger than the stream seen in the 1944 film and photographs.
PART 3:

Disproving the date range in the caption accompanying the YouTube video

The text accompanying the YouTube video states the following.
An air attack on Tiddim Road by No. 42 Sqn RAF Hurricane IIs, October-November 1944.
Ground scenes are possibly filmed at Palel, and could include Hurricanes of No. 34 Sqn.
Hurricane "Q" shown taxiing is possibly 100+ mission veteran LB710 of No. 42 Sqn. This is
how looked fighter-bomber operations from airfields around Imphal: Imphal Main, Kongla,
Tulihal, further to the south Wangjing, and even further to the southeast Sapam and Palel.
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Our intent is not to correct all of this information. However, for your edification, we wanted to
comment on the erroneous date. Definitely the October-November 1944 reference to the air attack
is incorrect. It shall be show below that the date was 13 July 1944, but even without knowing this,
the October-November 1944 date could not be accurate simply because by then, the Japanese
had retreated across the border into Burma; the Japanese were no longer in the Tiddim Road
area.
Again, common sense shows that the RAF obviously would not have knowingly bombed a
bridge that was within its own territory and far from the front lines.

PART 4:

The first undeniable evidence revealing the correct location

After extensive research, Mr Yumnam of our team uncovered the actual location of the video
footage, and thus, where photographs within your archives were taken. Several items of evidence
make his findings irrefutable. First, here is a then-and-now comparison between photo CF 175 and
the corresponding site, as seen in an oblique Google Earth satellite shot dating to February 2017:

Rather than the Nambol River bridge near MS9 of the Tiddim Road, the actual location is a much
smaller bridge at roughly MS41 of the same road, but some 32 miles further south. This
smaller bridge was in a village called LINGSIPHAI. The Lingsiphai bridge was located at
approximately 24°18’07”N, 93°40’54”E.
The footage was shot as the Hurricanes attacked from north to south.
Further support for Mr Yumnam’s correct identification of Lingsiphai came when he liaised with the
owner of the land surrounding the bridge. This landowner said that he incorporated a large crater
from one of the 250-lb bombs into a pond he constructed.
In the next photo, the landowner is seen in the blue shorts standing near the angled concrete
remnants of the old bridge, and adjacent to the pond. These remnants are also seen in January
2017 Google Earth satellite imagery, and in the 27 March 1944 air photo presented further below:
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Next, here are two close-up Google Earth satellite views, looking south (to match the direction of
flight in the CF 175 and CF 176 photos).
The first photo is dated to December 2013 before the pond was excavated, incorporating a crater
from the Hurricane attacks (not visible), just south of the slight dogleg turn in the road:
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The second photo is dated to February 2017 and shows the pond, to the west of the road.
(One other accessible Google Earth satellite photo, dated to January 2016, shows the pond; thus,
the pond was created between December 2013 and January 2016.)
The February 2017 photo:

Comparing this satellite image with the ground photo taken at the pond, it is possible to see the
remnant angled concrete bridge support structures in each image. Also, compare this image with
the 27 March 1944 air photo presented further below; the same angled concrete bridge support
structures can be seen in both images.
Here is a close-up with arrows pointing to the remnant concrete bridge support structures:

The current landowner found bomb shrapnel whilst the pond was being dug out, and his father, the
previous landowner, actually remembers the bridge being bombed during the war. Since the war,
the river has been diverted; there isn't a river there anymore. Some scarring remaining from the
old river channel is still visible today, seen both during ground-level inspection and on satellite
imagery on Google Earth.
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PART 5:

Further undeniable evidence revealing the correct location: 1944 aerial
photography from the US National Archives and Records Administration (NARA)

At the US National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) in College Park, Maryland, Mr
Poole located original aerial reconnaissance photographs from 27 March 1944 (therefore
contemporary to the period when the cinema footage was recorded).
Utilising frame 1200 found in can F10330 (available from NARA) and plotting it against a recent
image of Lingsiphai taken from Google Earth (dated in February 2017), it is abundantly clear that
the two images, although nearly 73 years apart, are of the exact same location.
The views are looking southward:

Also, by overlaying the 1944 image atop 2017 satellite imagery and then fading one image into the
other using Google Earth software, Mr Poole saved a series of then-vs-now overlays. Utilising
these, we created a GIF file that dramatically illustrates this then-vs-now comparison. The GIF
presents visible proof that the two images, nearly 73 years apart, are of the same location.
Over the decades between 1944 and 2017, the landscape has been altered, but without a doubt
the then-vs-now images correspond to precisely the same location.
This GIF is attached and labelled H - MergerGIF_27Mar44to27Feb17.
Here is a close-up of frame 1200 (in can F10330 found at NARA, dated 27 March 1944), centered
on the bridge. On the right-side of the bridge (to the west, since the view is southward) can be
seen the angled edges to the concrete bridge base – the same concrete seen in both the modernday photo taken at ground level and the January 2017 Google Earth satellite image seen above.
The close-up from 27 March 1944:
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PART 6:

Further undeniable evidence revealing the correct location: commissioned drone
footage of the bombing location

Another investigative tool that we utilised was drone footage of the bombing location at Lingsiphai
which Mr Yumnam had pinpointed. In 2017, Mr Yumnam and a professional drone pilot visited the
site of the bombing and were able to recreate the video footage using said drone.
The video footage can be viewed/downloaded securely from here:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B99uxiP8j4QDZFFPcEt2MndCMkk/view?ts=598ab975
Please study this 2017 drone footage by comparing it to the original wartime footage (link at the
beginning of this report). It precisely matches the landscape seen in CF 175 and CF 176.
Here is a comparison between image CF 175 on the left and the drone footage on the right, taken
in 2017:
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The pond can be seen at the :22 mark of the drone video. This corresponds to the location where
the bombs were dropped in the wartime video. Here is the :22 mark:

PART 7:

A wealth of evidence in the 13 July 1944 ‘Consolidated Sortie Reports Nos 207 –
218’, found in the 42 Squadron Operations Record Book Appendices

This single document is the source for essential photo caption data directly pertaining to the
Hurricane bombing of the Lingsiphai bridge, seen in CF 175 and CF 176 (and, of course, in the
video).
Through careful correlation between wartime British maps & documents and precise Google Earth
satellite imagery measurements taken along the Tiddim Road, we determined that this bridge was
located at almost exactly the MS41 mark on the Tiddim Road.
In the same immediate area as this bridge, there were other wartime bridges which correlate to
MS39, MS39.5, MS40, MS40.5, and MS41.5. We have identified their present locations on Google
Earth imagery, though we are not illustrating these in this report. Suffice it to say that the entries in
the ORB for any one bridge in this area can be logically matched up to a known bridge; we are
confident in the accuracy of these ORB entries.
Bearing this in mind, there is only one possibility for the date of the MS41 bridge attack, per
the ORB Appendices: 13 July 1944. The bridge was destroyed that day, so there was no need
for a second attack upon the same target.
We will review ‘Consolidated Sortie Reports Nos 207 – 218’, hereby simply referred to as the Sortie
Report. It will reveal other details which will be incorporated into our final suggestions for edited
captions to CF 175 and CF 176.
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7.A:

The Sortie Report

For overall reference, here is the Sortie Report, from the 42 Squadron ORB Appendices:

7.B:

The type of operation flown, and identification of the general target environment:
a rhubarb along the Tiddim Road, south of the village of Moirang

A ‘rhubarb’ was an operation despatched to seek out and destroy enemy targets of opportunity,
such as vehicles, troop concentrations, and bridges. This particular rhubarb focused upon the
stretch of the Tiddim Road south of the village of Moirang, which was located near that road’s
major turn southward at a landmark T-junction, at approximately MS26. The Sortie Report’s
identification of the op as a rhubarb, along the Tiddim Road, is:
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Also noted in the Sortie Report is the fact that each 42 Squadron Hurricane pilot was issued a
photomosaic of the Moirang-to-Tiddim segment of the Tiddim Road; that is, each pilot was given a
photographic guide comprised of overlapped/stitched-together aerial photos showing the Tiddim
Road from Moirang, India south to Tiddim, Burma (including the location of the bridge at MS41).
This mosaic is noted in the Sortie Report:

7.C:

The Sortie Report’s reference to the bridge at MS41

As previously mentioned, Mr Yumnam pinpointed the target seen in CF 175 and CF 176 to the
bridge at Lingsiphai, at MS41. The above mention of MS41 – and as a target, to boot – is the sole
reference to this bridge and this location in the 42 Squadron records.
We believe that the bulk of the 42 Squadron Hurricane pilots, flying multiple sorties per day in
many cases, would have been adept at reading their issued photomosaics – upon which were
identified potential individual targets such as bridges – and then matching them to those specific
bridge targets seen outside of their cockpits. Cognizant of their flying’s inherent risks, and wanting
to survive, they would have made it a point to comprehend what they were looking at. From visual
references, they would have known what individual bridges they were attacking.
Thus, since the bridge at MS41 was noted in the Sortie Report copied above, that would
have been the bridge which was attacked by ten Hurricanes.

7.D:

Evidence to pinpoint the date

Fully confident that the bridge at MS41 was attacked, and destroyed, on the op summarised in the
Sortie Report, we are certain that the date of this attack is as recorded in this report: 13 July
1944. Here is the date, as seen in the report:

This date should be added to each caption.
7.E:

Evidence to change the erroneous caption references for 42 Squadron’s airfield
location from the erroneous Kangla to the correct Tulihal

The original captions (one for CF 175 and one for CF 176) incorrectly recorded the location of 42
Squadron’s base as Kangla, BURMA. This was changed to Kangla, MANIPUR, INDIA in your
updated captions, but although Kangla was in Manipur, India, even this is in error; Kangla is the
wrong landing ground.
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42 Squadron’s 13 July 1944 operations – when the bombing of the bridge seen in CF 175 and CF
176 was filmed – were flown from Tulihal airfield in Imphal, Manipur, India – not from Kangla.
Per the 42 Squadron ORB’s Form 540, Kangla was only the squadron’s home for a very short time
– from early May until ‘A’ Flight and ‘B’ Flight were relocated to Tulihal on 21 June 1944.
The numerous post-op Sortie Reports in the 42 Squadron ORB Appendices clarify the dates and
takeoff/landing locations for all 42 Squadron ops flown during this period. Actually, though ‘A’
Flight and ‘B’ Flight did not physically relocate (including personal belongings) from Kangla until 21
June, all operational flights took off from Tulihal starting on 19 June.
Because of the Form 540 records gap between 5 July into 17 July, there is no Form 540 record for
the 13 July op to bomb the bridge at MS41 (Lingsiphai). However, the Sortie Report emphatically
lists Tulihal as the takeoff and landing location for the ops which bombed the bridge at MS41:

Thus, the existing caption references to Kangla are in error and should be changed to
Tulihal.
Tulihal was located along the Tiddim Road approximately 3.5 miles southwest of Imphal centre. A
recommended caption change should include:
‘…based at Tulihal airfield near Imphal, Manipur, India, …’
7.F:

Evidence to change the erroneous caption references for the mark (model) of
Hurricane flown by 42 Squadron on the 13 July 1944 op to bomb the bridge at
MS41 – a change from Mk IIC to Mk IV

Per the Sortie Report, all twelve of the 42 Squadron Hurricanes which participated on this op
(including all ten of the aircraft which attacked the bridge at MS41) were Mk IV Hurricanes, not Mk
IIC models, as found in the current captions to CF 175 and CF 176. Here is that data, as seen in
the report:

This notation is solid evidence which, alone, clarifies which mark should be mentioned in photo
captions. For any doubters, here is further evidence.
We have copies of the 42 Squadron ORB Form 540 entries covering 1 February through 31
September 1944. An ORB Form 540 entry states that on 17 September 1944 – two months after
the attack on the bridge at MS41 – the squadron started flying Mk IIC Hurricanes on ops.
The ORB Appendices covering the war through 31 August 1944, and then (after a four-month gap)
from 1 January 1945 through 27 May 1945, are also in our possession. These very detailed ORB
Appendices, which include post-op sortie reports, show that the squadron flew the Mk IV through
31 August 1944, after which the records gap begins.
This does not conflict with the 17 September 1944 entry in the Form 540 stating that the first use of
the Mk IIC was on the 17th.
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Despite the ORB Appendices gap, however, it is clear that the Mk IV, not only the Mk IIC, was
flown on ops through to the end of the ORB Appendices records on 27 May 1945.
The video from which CF 175 and CF 176 were taken, because it was shot from the trailing aircraft,
does not definitively reveal the mark of Hurricane being flown. However, four 20 millimetre
cannons markedly protruding from the leading edges of each wing (two on the starboard wing, two
on the port wing) were distinctive features of the Mk IIC Hurricane, yet they are not seen anywhere
in the video, even when the lead Hurricane pulls out of its dive after releasing bombs.
This should be a slam dunk; the mark should be changed from IIC to IV in each caption.

7.G:

Evidence showing the ordnance dropped by each of eleven Hurricanes, per the
Sortie Report, including the ten which bombed the bridge at MS41

The Sortie Report states that the eleven attacking Hurricanes each carried two 250-lb General
Purpose (G.P.) bombs fused with an eleven-second time delay (T.D.), as noted:

This eleven-second time delay would have allowed an attacking Hurricane to release its two 250-lb
bombs at low altitude and to clear out of harm’s way before the bombs detonated. An elevensecond time delay explains how the pair of Hurricanes in the video and CF 175 and CF 176 – the
lead Hurricane and the trailing Hurricane – could have safely attacked the bridge at MS41, at low
level (and following on the heels of an earlier Hurricane attack upon the same target).
The eleven-second time delay need not be mentioned in the captions, but we wanted to say a few
words about this evidence, anyway.
7.H:

Verification of F/O Campbell’s participation on the 13 July 1944 op, per the Sortie
Report, and further evidence on his name

The original captions named F/O “Chowringhee” Campbell as being in the aircraft filmed releasing
its bombs (the lead Hurricane). This is not proof that the video and the still photos actually show
Campbell’s Hurricane, or that his nickname was “Chowringhee”.
While no verification of the nickname has been found, the Sortie Report does note that a F/O
Campbell was one of ten pilots, out of twelve on the op, who bombed the same MS41 bridge
target. Here is his name in the Sortie Report:

We can eliminate two of the twelve Hurricane pilots from consideration as attackers of the MS41
bridge: 1) pilot F/S Williams (Hurricane ‘D’) returned early with his bombs, and 2) pilot F/S Ball
(Hurricane ‘Q’) dropped his two bombs on the bridge at MS38.5, not MS41. Thus, F/O Campbell
must have been one of the ten who bombed the MS41 bridge.
We are willing to accept that F/O Campbell was nicknamed “Chowringhee” and was, indeed, the
pilot of the Hurricane seen in the video and in the still photos CF 175 and CF 176. Thus, we find
it reasonable to keep his name in the two captions.
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We do, however, offer further details on his name. Per the Commonwealth War Graves
Commission’s Debt of Honour Database, he was 150134 F/Lt Robert Campbell who died on 14
March 1945. His death and Unit (42 Squadron) are confirmed in the RAF Ranchi (India) ORB.
Campbell was attending a ‘Leaders Course’ with the Ground Attack Training Unit (GATU) at
Ranchi when he crashed in Hurricane LF261.
Having found his full name, we suggest adding ‘Robert’ to your captions.

7. I:

Verification of F/Lt – not F/O – Ryley’s participation on the 13 July 1944 op, per
the Sortie Report, and further evidence of his fuller name

The IWM information accompanying images CF 175 and CF 176 states that the Creator was
Ryley R (Fg Off), No. 42 Squadron RAF. It is logical to assume that this is meant to be Flying
Officer R. Ryley, who was a Hurricane pilot on 42 Squadron.
The Sortie Report states that F/Lt – not F/O – Ryley was one of the ten pilots who bombed the
bridge at MS41 on 13 July 1944. There is no certainty that he piloted the trailing Hurricane on the
op seen in the photographs; for all we know, he was simply the donor of photos involving two other
42 Squadron pilots from that op.
Was his rank reduced back to F/O by the time he donated photos? We have not researched this.
For your information, there is evidence in the 42 Squadron ORB’s Form 540s that this pilot’s initials
were R. J. Here is an excerpt:

Image CF 177 in the IWM collection gives this man’s name as ‘Bob’, and Image CF 263 includes
even more information: Flight Lieutenant R J "Bob" Ryley ('A' Flight Commander)
Presuming the information on initials to be accurate, we simply call for an edit to the IWM
database in order to change the rank of the donor to ‘Flt Lt’ (instead of ‘F/O’) and the
addition of the initial ‘J’ to the name (changing ‘Ryley R’ to ‘Ryley R J’).

PART 8:

Evidence of 3 RAF Film Production Unit’s association with 42 Squadron

The evidence of 3 RAFFPU’s involvement with 42 Squadron is incomplete, but it is of minor
importance because of the irrefutable evidence presented above. Still, we will explain that the 3
RAFFPU evidence does support the 13 July 1944 date when the bridge at MS41 was bombed.
We have searched unsuccessfully for 3 RAFFPU records at the IWM, the UK National Archives,
the RAF Museum archives and Pinewood Studios; Pinewood was where both the RAFFPU and
AFPU (the Army Film and Photographic Unit) were based.
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3 RAFFPU is mentioned within the RAF 42 Squadron Operations Record Book Form 540 entries
(but not in the ORB Appendices entries) as being present on the squadron several times during
1944, in order to film various assignments. The first ORB reference is likely on 29 June 1944,
when the following notation was recorded:
A photographer took cine films during the day of the crews being briefed and taking off and
landing.
Presumably this photographer was a 3 RAFFPU cameraman. Most definitely 3 RAFFPU is
mentioned on 1 and 3 July 1944. On 1 July the following entry was made in the ORB:
No. 3 R.A.F. Film Production Unit representative accompanied pilots of the squadron when
they inspected a battlefield at [the place name is indecipherable in the ORB] RK 325483 and
filmed the inspection. They also filmed a mock briefing and debriefing.
On 3 July this entry was made:
No. 3 R.A.F. Film Production Unit took more films of the squadron. Aircraft taking off on an
operation and a low level fly past in tight formation were filmed.
Frustratingly, the 42 Squadron ORB Form 540 entries are missing between 4 July and 1
September 1944. It is possible that 3 RAFFPU was still with 42 Squadron during part of this time.
Within the IWM archives, there is footage under catalogue number ABY 18. This is found at
http://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/1060028544. The Creator is the generic Royal Air
Force Film Production Unit (Production Company); the specific unit, 3 RAFFPU, is not named.
The Production individual associated with this footage is S. Goozee. The caption is as follows:
Aerial view of airfield with Hurricane taking off. Air-to-air and air-to-ground footage. Pilots being
briefed before heading for their aircraft. One British pilot wearing a kukri fastens on a money
belt while another straps in and is handed his helmet. Hurricanes taxiing past each other. Pilots
studying photographs. Hurricanes in flight. Series of aircraft making low passes near the
camera before hauling off and climbing steeply. More Hurricanes taxiing. RAF armourers
'bombing up' a Hurricane with 250-lb bombs and 0.303-inch ammunition. Hurricanes taxiing
from control tower. Six Hurricanes flying three-abreast in a V-shaped 'vic' formation. Airmen
walk past a building with dog. More very low fly-bys.
The Production date for this film footage is given on the website as 1944-08-12, which is 12
August 1944, but this cannot be the date when the film was shot. How do we know this? Because
this footage shows a Hurricane known to have been lost on 18 July 1944, which is over three
weeks earlier.
We know about this specific Hurricane because the same film footage as ABY 18 is also
advertised on a Colonial Films website, http://www.colonialfilm.org.uk/node/2358, but with an
expanded caption which, in addition to the above-cited wording from the IWM website, also
includes mention of Hurricane LD468 ‘S’:
Two aircraft identifiable, Hurricanes LD468 'S' and LD232. 'X', 'N', 'H', 'T' and 'Q' also seen,
presumably of same squadron.
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The credits give the Production company as being the Royal Air Force Film Production Unit,
and the cameraman is listed as Goozee, S (Sergeant). Obviously, this Colonial Films description
matches ABY 18, the same film found at the IWM.
Hurricane LD468 ‘S’ was lost on 18 July 1944 during a ground attack sortie, according to page 23
of the Air-Britain publication, ‘Royal Air Force Aircraft: LA100-LZ999’, by James J. Halley.
Thus, the date of the footage showing a shot of LD468 ‘S’ cannot possibly be 12 August 1944.
(The ORB Appendices for 42 Squadron indicate that Hurricane ‘S’ was lost on 18 July 1944,
though the serial number is not given.)
The footage seen on film in ABY 18 and mentioned in the accompanying written IWM website
material may have been shot on more than one date. Some of it likely correlates with the
references to 3 RAFFPU noted in the surviving 42 Squadron ORB Form 540s, and it is also
possible that some of it was shot during the period starting on 4 July 1944, when a gap in the ORB
Form 540s began. However, knowing that LD468 ‘S’ was lost on 18 July 1944, we conclude that
the footage was filmed between 29 June and, at the latest, 18 July 1944.
So this gives further evidence that 3 RAFFPU was with 42 Squadron at times between 29
June and 18 July 1944. This timeframe fits in nicely with the known date, 13 July 1944, when the
film footage of the MS41 bridge bombing was shot.

PART 9:

Inaccurate Facebook information posted by the person primarily responsible for
erroneous caption edits made by the IWM in 2017

Please note that the person who spearheaded the 2017 effort to convince the IWM to update its
captions had posted inaccurate information on a Facebook group page. Though now removed,
here is one significant posting of his which was saved before it disappeared from Facebook:
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He had drawn red lines around two features, in adjoining images seen at upper centre and upper
right, above. In the upper centre image, showing a segment of image CF 175, he had wrongly
identified trees as being the huge terrain feature, Red Hill, which is correctly circled in the image at
upper right. THESE ARE NOT THE SAME FEATURE, OR LOCATION!! In straight-line distance,
as measured in Google Earth, they are nearly 30 miles apart.
Also note the parallel red lines in the two images above. THESE ARE NOT THE SAME
FEATURE, OR LOCATION!! These red lines on the upper right-hand image definitely indicate the
location of the Nambol River bridge, just to the northeast of the dramatic Red Hill landmark jutting
up from the surrounding flat plain. In the upper centre photo, the poster erroneously claimed that
the parallel red lines indicated the location of the Nambol River bridge.
NO! They represent the location where the stream crossed the Tiddim Road in the village of
Lingsiphai, approximately 31 miles to the south, per the undeniable evidence presented further
above.
PART 10: Conclusions, and recommendations for revised captions to CF 175 and CF 176
This report has addressed:











the evidence disproving the 18 May 1944 date for an attack on the Nambol River bridge;
the evidence disproving the Nambol River bridge as the location for the attack seen in CF
175 & CF 176;
the evidence disproving 18 May 1944 as the date for the attack seen in CF 175 & CF 176;
the evidence disproving the date range in the caption accompanying the video footage
seen in YouTube – the video from which CF 175 and CF 176 were sourced;
Google Earth satellite evidence revealing the correct location;
the 1944 aerial reconnaissance photography from NARA in the US;
the commissioned drone footage;
the witness information from the current landowner;
a wealth of evidence in ’13 July 1944 Consolidated Sortie Reports Nos 207 – 218’, found in
the 42 Squadron Operations Record Book Appendices; and
evidence of 3 RAF Film Production Unit’s association with 42 Squadron.

We have presented thorough and convincing arguments regarding the accurate location of the
target seen in the two still images, CF 175 and CF 176, found in the IWM collection.
We have pointed out other rock-solid evidence as the basis for making further changes to your
current captions, including corrections of outright errors, minor fine-tuning of existing information,
and the addition of new information.
Our efforts represent the best evidence ever put together for defining details pertaining to the
famous footage seen in C 175 and CF 176, including the location. Our evidence is robust. We
trust that the Imperial War Museum will be convinced of this, and that, subsequently, you will be
willing to update the published CF 175 and CF 176 captions in your archives – both online and at
the museum.
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We recommend that the next version of the caption to CF 175 be edited to this:
On 13 July 1944, a Mk IV Hawker Hurricane of No. 42 Squadron RAF based at Tulihal
airfield near Imphal, Manipur, India, prepares to release two 250-lb GP bombs on a road
bridge in the village of Lingsiphai, Manipur, India, near Milestone 41 of the Tiddim Road.
The pilot is Flying Officer Robert “Chowringhee” Campbell. The target, already hit by
bombs dropped by another Hurricane, was destroyed in the attack.
We recommend that the next version of the caption to CF 176 be edited to this:
On 13 July 1944, a Mk IV Hawker Hurricane of No. 42 Squadron RAF based at Tulihal
airfield near Imphal, Manipur, India, releases two 250-lb GP bombs on a road bridge in
the village of Lingsiphai, Manipur, India, near Milestone 41 of the Tiddim Road. The pilot
is Flying Officer Robert “Chowringhee” Campbell. The target, already hit by bombs
dropped by another Hurricane, was destroyed in the attack.
We also recommend that you change the rank and initials of the person listed as the Creator of
images CF 175 and CF 176 from Ryley R (Fg Off), No. 42 Squadron RAF to Ryley R J (Flt Lt),
No. 42 Squadron RAF.
If you have any queries at all, please do not hesitate to contact Matt Poole at feb2944@aol.com.
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